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Abstract

The direct-style transformation aims at mapping continuationpassing programs back to direct style, be they originally written in
continuation-passing style or the result of the continuation-passingstyle transformation. In this paper, we continue to investigate the
direct-style transformation by extending it to programs with rst-class
continuations.
First-class continuations break the stack-like discipline of continuations in that they are sent results out of turn. We detect them syntactically through an analysis of continuation-passing terms. We conservatively extend the direct-style transformation towards call-by-value
functional terms (the pure -calculus) by translating the declaration
of a rst-class continuation using the control operator call/cc, and by
translating an occurrence of a rst-class continuation using the control
operator throw. We prove that our extension and the corresponding
extended continuation-passing-style transformation are inverses.
 A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the 1992 ACM
Conference on Lisp and Functional Programming, William Clinger (editor), LISP Pointers,
Vol. V, No. 1, pages 299{310, San Francisco, California, June 1992. ACM Press.
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Both the direct-style (DS) and continuation-passing-style (CPS)
transformations can be generalized to a richer language. These transformations have a place in the programmer's toolbox, and enlarge the
class of programs that can be manipulated on a semantic basis. We
illustrate both with three applications: the conversion between CPS
and DS of an interpreter hand-written in CPS; the specialization of
a coroutine program, where coroutines are implemented using call/cc;
and the normalization of programs extracted from classical proofs. The
second example achieves a rst: a static coroutine is executed statically
and its computational content is inlined in the residual program.

Keywords: continuation-passing style transformation, direct-style transformation,
control operators, -calculus, partial evaluation, Schism, Scheme.
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1 Introduction
Functional-programming folklore has it that control operators such as callwith-current-continuation (abbreviated call/cc) are unnecessary because
their e ect can be simulated by continuation-passing style (CPS). On the
other hand, CPS forces one to write programs in an extraordinarily contrived
way. Fortunately, the CPS transformation automatically maps programs
(with or without control operators) into purely functional programs.
In \Back to Direct Style" [7], Danvy has shown how to reverse this
process, mapping CPS terms back to pure direct-style (DS) terms. The
transformation relies on the restricted language of CPS terms that arises
from the call-by-value, left-to-right CPS transformation of pure -terms.
In this paper, we examine the e ect of relaxing some of these restrictions.
We nd that a natural extension of CPS terms to rst-class continuations
corresponds to DS terms that use the control operator call/cc.
First, we describe CPS, rst-class continuations, and call/cc. We then
outline the rest of the paper.

1.1 Continuation-passing style

In an expression language such as the -calculus, every computation occurs
in a context. Creating new contexts is a natural computational step in such
languages. For example, in the term f x y , where f denotes a (curried)
function and application associates to the left, f is rst applied to x, and
the result is applied to y . The application of f to x occurs in a new context,
often written [] y .
Some terms, however, create no new contexts. For example, in the abstraction x:f x y , the call to the result of f x occurs in the same context
as the call to the -abstraction, and thus it does not create any new context.
The call to f , however, does.
Contexts can be encoded as -abstractions. So for example, the context
[] y is represented as the -abstraction v:v y . Composing these contexts
forms a continuation. In the class of continuation-passing terms, a function
is passed a continuation along with the function's argument. These terms
create no new contexts.
Terms that create new contexts are usually said to be in direct style
(DS), to contrast them with continuation-passing terms, and by analogy with
denotational semantics [41]. Any DS term can be automatically transformed
into a CPS term, using the CPS transformation [8, 15, 27, 33, 40].
4

The result of applying the CPS transformation to the -term above is
x:k:fc x v:v y k, where fc is the CPS counterpart of f . This CPS trans-

formation is reversible: the DS transformation [7] maps this CPS term back
to direct style.
To summarize, in CPS, every function is passed a continuation as an
additional argument. Each function produces an intermediate result and
sends it to its continuation. This continuation describes how to use this
intermediate result in the rest of the computation. Consequently, no function
call creates a new context.

1.2 First-class continuations

The CPS language generated by the CPS transformation is quite restricted.
For example, corresponding to the fact that every DS expression occurs
in one context (there is only one current context), every CPS expression
accesses only one continuation (there is only one current continuation). In
the following, we relax this restriction on CPS terms.
We relax CPS terms by allowing all expressions to use any continuation
that is lexically visible | instead of only the current one, which happens to
be the one that is lexically closest.
For example, let us consider lambda terms of the following form:
k:fc (i:k1: i) v:gc v k

Here the CPS function fc is applied to a CPS function argument and a
continuation sending the intermediate result to gc . The argument to fc is a
function that sends its argument i to an as-yet uninstantiated continuation.
If we replace by k1, we obtain
k:fc (i:k1:k1 i) v:gc v k

in which the argument of fc simply sends its argument to its current continuation. The DS transformation maps this term into
g (f i:i)

where f and g are the DS counterparts of fc and gc , respectively.
On the other hand, if we replace by k, we obtain
k:fc (i:k1:k i) v:gc v k

5

in which the argument of fc sends its intermediate result not to its continuation, but to the continuation of the entire term. We refer to the continuation
k, which is used out of turn, as a \ rst-class continuation".
In CPS terms with rst-class continuations, every function takes a continuation as an argument, and sends its result to some continuation. When
this continuation is not the current one, this evaluation step does not correspond to a standard evaluation step in direct style. Such CPS terms cannot
be mapped back to a pure DS functional term.

1.3 Call/cc

CPS makes the continuation of each function call explicit as a parameter
of the function. The DS control operator call/cc provides access to the
current continuation at any point while allowing the continuation to remain
generally implicit [3]. Variants of call/cc are provided by a variety of widely
used programming languages that include Lisp, C, Scheme, and Standard
ML of New Jersey. In this paper we follow the strategy of Lisp, C, and
Standard ML, and include a throw operator to apply a continuation that
was accessed with call/cc.
Call/cc and throw can describe the behavior of the CPS expression in
the previous section:
k:fc (i:k1:k i) v:gc v k
We can use call/cc to access the continuation k of the entire expression, and
then explicitly apply this continuation to i with throw. This continuation
application sends the value of i to the context of the whole expression. The
corresponding DS expression thus reads:
call/cc k:g (f i:throw k i)
This is the result obtained by our extended DS transformation.
The rest of this paper formalizes this transformation.

1.4 Overview

Section 2 reviews our starting point: the DS transformation for pure CPS
terms. The extended DS transformation is presented in Section 3. Section
4 proves the correctness of the DS transformations. In Section 5, we describe three applications. After a comparison with related work in Section
6, Section 7 concludes. Throughout, the gures are generated from runnable
speci cations.
6
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i

2
2
2
2

DRoot
DExp
DTriv
Ide

| domain of DS -terms
| domain of DS serious expressions
| domain of DS trivial expressions
| domain of identi ers
r ::= e
e ::= e0 e1 j t
t ::= i j i:r

Figure 1: Syntax of pure DS terms

2 Back to Direct Style I
Our starting point is the BNF of DS terms, shown in Figure 1. We refer
to this language as the language of pure DS terms because it corresponds
to the pure -calculus, without added control operators. Much as Reynolds
[35], we distinguish between \serious" and \trivial" expressions. Evaluating
a serious expression may create new contexts, whereas evaluating a trivial
expression never does.
Figure 2 displays Danvy and Filinski's CPS transformation [8]. The
transformation is higher-order and is expressed using Nielson and Nielson's
two-level -calculus [32]. Underlined  and @ respectively denote syntactic constructors for -abstractions and for (in x) applications. The CPS
counterpart of a DS term r is obtained by C DRoot [ r] .
The language produced by this CPS transformation is described by the
grammar displayed in Figure 3. We refer to this language as the language
of pure CPS terms because it is derived from the CPS transformation of the
language of pure DS terms. The language retains the structure of serious
and trivial expressions. Here, a serious expression is evaluated in the scope
of a continuation and a trivial expression denotes a value that is passed to
a continuation.
Re ecting the fact that any DS expression occurs in only one context
(the current context), a CPS expression accesses only one continuation (the
current continuation). This property is captured in Figure 4, which speci es
occurrence conditions over continuation identi ers in CPS terms.
Theorem 1 For any DS term r, the CPS term C DRoot[ r] satis es the judgeDRoot [ r] .
ment `CRoot
ContIde C
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C
C

DRoot

: DExp ! [CTriv ! CExp] ! CExp
[ e0 e1 ]  = C DExp [ e0 ]  t0 : C DExp [ e1]  t1 : t0 @ t1 @  v :  v
| where v is fresh.
DExp
C
[ t]  =  C DTriv [ t]
C

C

: DRoot ! CRoot
[ e] =  k : C DExp [ e]  t : k @ t
| where k is fresh.

DRoot

DExp

DExp

: DTriv ! CTriv
C
[ i] = i
DTriv
C
[ i:r] =  i : C DRoot [ r]
C

DTriv

DTriv

Figure 2: Call-by-value CPS transformation on pure DS terms
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2
2
2
2

2

CRoot
CExp
CTriv
Ide
ContIde

| domain of CPS -terms
| domain of CPS serious expressions
| domain of CPS trivial expressions
| domain of identi ers
| domain of continuation identi ers,
disjoint from Ide
ContPar | domain of continuation parameters,
disjoint from Ide and ContIde
r ::= k:e
e ::= t0 t1 v:e j k t
t ::= i j i:r j v
Figure 3: Syntax of CPS terms
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CExp
ContIde
CRoot
`ContIde

k

`

t0

CTriv
ContIde

t
k
t t v:e

CTriv
ContIde 1
CExp
`
ContIde 0 1
`

k

CTriv

`ContIde

i

e
k:e

`

`

CExp
ContIde

e

CTriv
k=k
`ContIde t
k `CExp
ContIde k t
0

0

r
i:r

CRoot
ContIde
CTriv
`ContIde
`

CTriv

`ContIde

v

Figure 4: Occurrence conditions over continuations in pure CPS terms

: CRoot ! DRoot
[ k:e] = DCExp [ e] ?

D
D

CRoot

CRoot

: CExp ! [ContPar ! DExp] ! DExp
[ t0 t1 v:e]  = DCExp [ e] [v 7! DCTriv [ t0 ]  @ DCTriv [ t1 ] ]
CExp
D
[ k t]  = DCTriv [ t] 
D

D

CExp

CExp

:
D
[ i]  =
CTriv
D
[ i:r]  =
CTriv
D
[ v]  =
D

CTriv

CTriv

CTriv

!

[ContPar ! DExp]

i
 i : DCRoot [ r]
v

!

DExp

Figure 5: Call-by-value DS transformation on pure CPS terms
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2

Proof. Straightforward [7, 9, 27].

This property of CPS terms can also be captured by -renaming all occurrences of continuation identi ers to be the same identi er k and by de ning
ContIde to be the singleton fkg in Figure 3.1
Figure 5 displays Danvy's DS transformation [7]. The transformation is
also expressed in the two-level -calculus. In particular, it uses a translationtime environment mapping parameters of continuations to DS applications.
The empty environment is denoted ?. Throughout this paper, we assume
a call-by-value, left-to-right evaluation order. The correctness of this transformation is proved in Section 4.1.

3 Back to Direct Style II
As outlined in Section 1, we relax the conditions of Figure 4 to allow any
continuation in scope to be applied, instead of only the current one. The
relaxed conditions, which simply amount to checking that every continuation
identi er is declared, are displayed in Figure 6. Now any CPS term r must
satisfy the judgment ; `CRoot
ContIde r, re ecting the fact that there can be no
free continuation identi ers.
We want to extend the DS transformation conservatively. To this end,
we want to treat ordinary continuation identi ers as usual. Figure 7 detects
whether a continuation identi er k occurs only where permitted in the original CPS language, as characterized by Figure 4. We focus on the occurrence
of a single continuation identi er, rather than on the structure of an entire
term. Figure 7 thus omits the requirement that k = k in the continuationapplication case, and replaces the test on a trivial term t by a check that k
does not occur free in t. The declaration of a rst-class continuation is thus
any root expression that fails to satisfy the judgment `CRoot
NFC r.
We map the declaration of a rst-class continuation into an occurrence of
call/cc, and the rst-class use of a continuation into an occurrence of throw.
The resulting DS transformation is displayed in Figure 10. The BNF of the
generated DS language is shown in Figure 9. Because a continuation can
only be declared at the root of a CPS terms, and CPS roots are mapped
into DS roots, call/cc can only occur at the root of a DS term. Because
a continuation application does not itself take a continuation argument, a
0

This syntactic device is not uncommon. For example, Sabry and Felleisen use it in
their work on reasoning about CPS programs [38].
1
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k

[ f g `

CExp
ContIde

CRoot
`
ContIde
CTriv

`ContIde

CTriv

t0

`ContIde

t1
t0 t1 v:e

CTriv

`ContIde

CExp
`
ContIde

i

`

k:e

CExp
ContIde

CRoot

e

e

k2

r
i:r

`ContIde

CTriv
`
ContIde

CTriv

`ContIde

CExp
`
ContIde

kt

CTriv

v

`ContIde

t

Figure 6: Occurrence conditions over (possibly rst-class) continuations

CExp
NFC
CRoot
`NFC

k

`

e
k:e

k 62 FCICTriv [ t0 ] k 62 FCICTriv [ t1 ] k
k `CExp
NFC t0 t1 v:e

`

CExp
NFC

e

k 62 FCICTriv [ t]
k `CExp
NFC k t
0

Figure 7: Detection of non- rst-class continuations
FCICRoot [ k:e] = FCICExp [ e] n fkg
FCICExp [ t0 t1 v:e] = FCICTriv [ t0] [ FCICTriv [ t1 ] [ FCICExp [ e]
FCICExp [ k t] = FCICTriv [ t] [ fkg
FCICTriv [ i] = ;
FCICTriv [ i:r] = FCICRoot [ r]
FCICTriv [ v ] = ;
Figure 8: Free continuation identi ers in a CPS term
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r
r
e
t
i
k

0

DRoot
DRoot
DExp
DTriv
Ide
ContIde

2

| domain of DS -terms
| domain of DS subroots
| domain of DS serious expressions
| domain of DS trivial expressions
| domain of identi ers
| domain of continuation identi ers, disjoint from Ide

0

2
2
2
2
2

r
r
e
t
0

::= r j call/cc k:r
::= e j throw k e
::= e0 e1 j t
::= i j i:r
0

0

Figure 9: Syntax of DS terms, including call/cc and throw

: CRoot
( CExp! DRoot
D
[ e] ? k
if k `CExp
CRoot
NFC e
D
[ k:e] = call/cc
 k : DCExp [ e] ? k otherwise
D

: CExp ! [ContPar ! DExp] ! ContIde ! DExp
CExp
CTriv
[ t0 t1 v:e]  k = D
[ t0 ]  @ DCTriv [ t1 ] ] k
( CTriv[ e] [v 7! D
D
[ t] 
if k = k
CExp
D
[ k t]  k = throw
k (DCTriv [ t] ) otherwise
D

D

CRoot

CExp

CExp

0

0

0

:
D
[ i]  =
CTriv
D
[ i:r]  =
CTriv
D
[ v]  =
D

CTriv

CTriv

CTriv

!

[ContPar ! DExp]

i
 i : DCRoot [ r]
v

!

DExp

Figure 10: Call-by-value DS transformation, including call/cc and throw
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: DRoot ! CRoot
C
[ r ] =  k : C DRoot0 [ r ] k
DRoot
C
[ call/cc k:r ] =  k : C DRoot0 [ r ] k
C

DRoot

DRoot

0

0

0

0

DRoot0

: DRoot ! ContIde
C
[ e] k = C DExp [ e]  t : k @ t
0
DRoot
C
[ throw k e] k = C DExp [ e]  t : k @ t
C

0

DRoot0

0

!

CExp

0

: DExp ! [CTriv ! CExp] ! CExp
[ e0 e1 ]  = C DExp [ e0]  t0 : C DExp [ e1 ]  t1 : t0 @ t1 @  v :  v
| where v is fresh.
DExp
C
[ t]  =  (C DTriv [ t] )
C

C

| where k is fresh.

DExp

DExp

: DTriv ! CTriv
[ i] = i
DTriv
C
[ i:r] =  i : C DRoot [ r]
C

DTriv

DTriv
C

Figure 11: Call-by-value CPS transformation, including call/cc and throw
throw expression in DS does not create a new context. We explicitly identify
such positions as the new class of DS subroots.
Figure 11 displays the traditional CPS transformation including call/cc
and throw [3, 8, 15, 25, 40], restricted to the generated DS language. In
Section 4.2, we prove that this CPS transformation and the extended DS
transformation are inverses.
Both the CPS and the DS transformations scale up to more practical programming languages. The extension to a Scheme-like programming language
that includes constants, primitive n-ary operators, uncurried functions, conditional expressions, and block structure is straightforward. The CPS transformation of such a language has been extensively studied [8, 15, 24, 26, 40].
The corresponding DS transformation is considered in detail in Lawall's PhD
thesis [27]. The applications described in Section 5 make use of such a DS
transformation.
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4 Inverseness of the CPS and DS transformations
We now show that the CPS and DS transformations are inverses of each
other. The argument is syntax-based. Because the CPS transformation is
semantics-preserving [8, 13, 14, 33, 36, 39], this approach is sucient to
justify the correctness of the DS transformation.
We begin by reviewing the proof that the pure CPS and DS transformations are inverses of each other. We then extend the approach to the
extended transformations.

4.1 Back to Direct Style I

To prove that the CPS and DS transformations are inverses of each other,
we stage both transformations via an intermediate language. CPS names
intermediate results and sequentializes computations. Furthermore, it replaces the creation of a new context in DS by a continuation argument. The
intermediate language names intermediate results and sequentializes computations while otherwise remaining in DS. Essentially, new contexts are
identi ed, but continuations are not introduced.
The intermediate language is speci ed in Figure 12. It is essentially the
-calculus with two special forms, let and return. Each let expression names
an intermediate result, and since the intermediate language only allows at
let expressions, sequentiality is ensured. A return expression coerces a trivial
expression into a serious one. This intermediate language is deliberately
reminiscent of Moggi's monadic normal forms [7, 18, 30].
The following diagram summarizes the situation.
DRootCCC

"

/

O

C

CCCC
CCCCC1DRoot
CCCC
IRoot CCCC
D2
CCC
a

DRoot

IRoot
CCC
!

CCCC
CCCCC2IRoot
CCCC
CCCC
CRoot
D1
CCC
a

D

CRoot

CRoot
!

o
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r
e
t
i
v

IRoot
IExp
ITriv
Ide
LetPar

2
2
2
2
2

| domain of IS -terms
| domain of IS serious expressions
| domain of IS trivial expressions
| domain of identi ers
| domain of let parameters, disjoint from Ide
r ::= e
e ::= let v = t0 t1 in e j return t
t ::= i j i:r j v

Figure 12: Syntax of pure intermediate-style terms

: DRoot ! IRoot
[ e] = C1DExp[ e]  t : return t

DRoot

C1

DRoot
C1

: DExp ! [ITriv ! IExp] ! IExp
[ e0 e1 ]  = C1DExp[ e0]  t0 : C1DExp[ e1]  t1 : let v = t0 @ t1 in  v
| where v is fresh.
DExp
DTriv
C1
[ t]  =  C1 [ t]
DExp

DExp
C
1

C1

: DTriv ! ITriv
[ i] = i
[ i:r] =  i : C1DRoot[ r]
DTriv

C1

DTriv
C1
DTriv
C1

Figure 13: From direct style to intermediate style
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: IRoot ! CRoot
[ e] =  k : C2IExp[ e] k

IRoot

C2

IRoot
C2

| where k is fresh.

: IExp ! ContIde ! CExp
[ let v = t0 t1 in e] k = C2ITriv [ t0] @ C2ITriv[ t1] @  v : C2IExp[ e] k
IExp
C2
[ return t] k = k @ C2ITriv[ t]
IExp

IExp
C2

C2

: ITriv ! CTriv
[ i] = i
[ i:r] =  i : C2IRoot[ r]
[ v] = v
Figure 14: From intermediate style to continuation-passing style (continuation introduction)
ITriv

C2

ITriv
C2
ITriv
C2
ITriv
C2

: CRoot ! IRoot
[ k:e] = D1CExp [ e]
CRoot

D1

CRoot
D1

: CExp ! IExp
CExp
D1
[ t0 t1 v:e] = let v = D1CTriv [ t0 ] @ D1CTriv [ t1 ] in D1CExp [ e]
CExp
D1
[ k t] = return D1CTriv [ t]
CExp

D1

: CTriv ! ITriv
[ i] = i
[ i:r] =  i : D1CRoot[ r]
[ v] = v
Figure 15: From continuation-passing style to intermediate style (continuation elimination)
CTriv

D1

CTriv
D1
CTriv
D1
CTriv
D1
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: IRoot ! DRoot
[ e] = D2IExp[ e] ?

IRoot

D2

IRoot
D2

: IExp ! [LetPar ! DExp] ! DExp
[ let v = t0 t1 in e]  = D2IExp[ e] [v 7! D2ITriv [ t0]  @ D2ITriv [ t1 ] ]
IExp
D
[ return t]  = D2ITriv [ t] 
2
IExp

IExp
D2

D2

:
[ i]  =
[ i:r]  =
[ v]  =
ITriv

D2

ITriv
D2
ITriv
D2
ITriv
D2

ITriv ! [LetPar ! DExp] ! DExp

i
 i : D2IRoot[ r]
v

Figure 16: From intermediate style to direct style (let unfolding)

Lemma 1 The CPS and DS transformation can be staged through the intermediate language of Figure 12.

Proof. Figure 13 displays the encoding C1 of the DS language into the
intermediate language. Figure 14 displays the transformation C2 from the
intermediate language forth to CPS. Figure 15 displays the encoding D1 of
the CPS language into the intermediate language. Figure 16 displays the
transformation D2 from the intermediate language back to direct style.
Composing C1DRoot and C2IRoot yields C DRoot; composing D1CRoot and
IRoot
D2
yields DCRoot [7, 27].
2

Lemma 2

DRoot

C1

of bound variables.

and D2IRoot are inverses of each other, modulo renaming

Proof. C1DRoot introduces let expressions and attens them. D2IRoot unfolds these let expressions. D2IRoot is thus a left inverse of C1DRoot [27].
DRoot gives rise to occurrence conditions that are characteristic of leftC1
to-right, call-by-value evaluation. These syntactic conditions are necessary
to prove that D2IRoot is a right inverse of C1DRoot [7, 9, 27].
2

Lemma 3

CRoot

D1

of bound variables.

and C2IRoot are inverses of each other, modulo renaming
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2

Proof. Straightforward [28].

Theorem 2 The CPS and DS transformations are inverses of each other,
modulo renaming of bound variables.
Proof. A consequence of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3.

4.2 Back to Direct Style II

2

To prove that the extended CPS and DS transformations are inverses of each
other, we extend the proof of Theorem 2. To this end, we extend the intermediate language of Figure 12 with call/cc and throw, as shown in Figure
17. We again stage the CPS and DS transformations through this intermediate language. Control operations are translated when continuations are
introduced and eliminated, i.e., in the transformations between IS and CPS.
Our investigation of inverseness thus focuses on these transformations.
Figure 18 displays the encoding C1 of the DS language into the intermediate language. Figure 19 displays the transformation C2 from the intermediate language forth to CPS. Figure 20 displays the encoding D1 of
the CPS language into the intermediate language. Figure 21 displays the
transformation D2 from the intermediate language back to direct style.
The transformation from CPS to IS and back to CPS, C2IRoot  D1CRoot ,
is straightforwardly the identity transformation. Whenever D1CRoot decides
whether to introduce a control operator, C2IRoot translates both possibilities
into an identical CPS term. The other cases follow the proof of Lemma 3.
The analysis of the transformation from IS to CPS and back to IS,
CRoot
IRoot, is more complicated, because control operations are not
D1
 C2
explicit in CPS. The composition of these transformations applied to IRoot
expressions and to return and throw expressions is shown below. The other
cases are straightforward.
[ C2IRoot[ e] ]
CRoot
= (
D1
[  k : C2IExp[ e] k]
| where k is fresh.
IExp
CExp IExp
[ e] k
[ e] k] k
if k `CExp
NFC C2
= D1 [ C2 CExp
IExp
call/cc k:D1 [ C2 [ e] k] k otherwise

CRoot

D1

18

r
e
t
i
v

2
2
2
2
2

IRoot | domain of IS -terms
IExp | domain of IS serious expressions
ITriv | domain of IS trivial expressions
Ide
| domain of identi ers
LetPar | domain of let parameters, disjoint from Ide
r ::= e j call/cc k:e
e ::= let v = t0 t1 in e j return t j throw k t
t ::= i j i:r j v

Figure 17: Syntax of intermediate-style terms, including call/cc and throw

: DRoot ! IRoot
[ r ] = C1DRoot0 [ r ]
DRoot
C1
[ call/cc k:r ] = call/cc  k : C1DRoot0 [ r ]
DRoot

C1

DRoot
C1

0

0

0

0

DRoot0

: DRoot ! IExp
DRoot0
C1
[ e] = C1DExp[ e]  t : return t
DRoot0
C1
[ throw k e] = C1DExp[ e]  t : throw k t
C1

0

: DExp ! [ITriv ! IExp] ! IExp
[ e0 e1 ]  = C1DExp[ e0 ]  t0 : C1DExp[ e1 ]  t1 : let v = t0 @ t1 in  v
| where v is fresh.
DExp
C1
[ t]  =  C1DTriv[ t]
DExp

DExp
C1

C1

: DTriv ! ITriv
[ i] = i
[ i:r] =  i : C1DRoot[ r]
DTriv

C1

DTriv
C1
DTriv
C1

Figure 18: From direct style to intermediate style, including call/cc and
throw
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: IRoot ! CRoot
[ e] =  k : C2IExp[ e] k
IRoot
C2
[ call/cc k:e] =  k : C2IExp[ e] k
IRoot

C2

IRoot
C2

: IExp ! ContIde ! CExp
[ let v = t0 t1 in e] k = C2ITriv [ t0] @ C2ITriv[ t1] @  v : C2IExp[ e] k
IExp
C2
[ return t] k = k @ C2ITriv[ t]
IExp
C2
[ throw k t] k = k @ C2ITriv[ t]
C

IExp
C2

| where k is fresh.

IExp
2

0

0

: ITriv ! CTriv
[ i] = i
[ i:r] =  i : C2IRoot[ r]
[ v] = v
Figure 19: From intermediate style to continuation-passing style, including
call/cc and throw
ITriv

C2

ITriv
C2
ITriv
C2
ITriv
C2

: CRoot
( CExp! IRoot
D1
[
e] k
if
k `CExp
CRoot
NFC e
D1
[ k:e] =
call/cc  k : D1CExp[ e] k otherwise
CRoot

D1

: CExp ! ContIde ! IExp
CExp
CTriv
CTriv
[ t0 t1 v:e] k = let
( v = D1 CTriv[ t0 ] @ D1 [ t1 ] in D1 [ e] k
return D1 [ t] if k = k
CExp
D1
[ k t] k = throw
k D1CTriv [ t] otherwise
CExp

CExp
D1

D1

0

0

0

: CTriv ! ITriv
[ i] = i
[ i:r] =  i : D1CRoot[ r]
[ v] = v
Figure 20: From continuation-passing style to intermediate style, including
call/cc and throw
CTriv

D1

CTriv
D1
CTriv
D1
CTriv
D1
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: IRoot ! DRoot
[ e] = D2IExp[ e] ?
IRoot
D2
[ call/cc k:e] = call/cc  k : D2IExp[ e] ?
IRoot

D2

IRoot
D2

: IExp ! [LetPar ! DExp] ! DRoot
IExp
D2
[ let v = t0 t1 in e]  = D2IExp[ e] [v 7! D2ITriv [ t0]  @ D2ITriv [ t1 ] ]
IExp
D
[ return t]  = D2ITriv [ t] 
2
IExp
D2
[ throw k t]  = throw k D2ITriv [ t] 
IExp

0

D2

0

0

:
[ i]  =
[ i:r]  =
[ v]  =
ITriv

D2

ITriv
D2
ITriv
D2
ITriv
D2

ITriv ! [LetPar ! DExp] ! DExp

i
 i : D2IRoot[ r]
v

Figure 21: From intermediate style to direct style, including call/cc and
throw
[ C2IRoot[ call/cc k:e] ]
CRoot
: C2IExp[ e] k]
= D
( 1 CExp[  kIExp
[ e] k] k
if k `CExp
NFC
= D1 [ C2 CExp
IExp
call/cc k:D1 [ C2 [ e] k] k otherwise

CRoot

D1

[ C2IExp[ return t] k] k
= D1CExp [ k @ C2ITriv[ t] ] k
= return D1CTriv [ C2ITriv[ t] ]

CExp
1

D

[ C2IExp[ throw k t] k] k
CExp
ITriv
= D
C2
[ t] ] k
( 1 [ k @CTriv
D1
[ C2ITriv[ t] ]
if k = k
= return
CTriv
throw k (D1 [ C2ITriv[ t] ] ) otherwise

CExp

0

D1

0

0

0
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C

IExp
2

[ e] k

Inverseness thus depends on the following properties:
When the root has the form e, we require



k

CExp

`NFC

[ e] k

IExp

C2

for a fresh k.
When the root has the form call/cc k:e, we require



k

6`

CExp
NFC

[ e] k

IExp

C2

for the same k.
throw k t should occur only when the continuation identi er argument
to D1CExp is k, for k 6= k .
0



0

The rst case is ensured by the following lemma:

Lemma 4 For fresh k, k

`

CExp
NFC

IExp

C2

[ e] k.

2

Proof. Straightforward.

e is violated only when k occurs in a trivial subexpression of
IExp
[ e] k is violated when k occurs
the CPS term e. Via C2IRoot, k `CExp
NFC C2
in a trivial subexpression of the IS term e, but not when it occurs in the
k

`

CExp
NFC

body of arbitrarily many nested let expressions. Thus C2IRoot recreates the
call/cc expression only in the former case.
The continuation identi er argument used by D1CExp to translate a CPS
expression, is always the same as the continuation identi er argument used
by C2IExp to create the CPS expression. Thus, if the continuation identi er
argument to the translation of throwk t is di erent from k , the resulting continuation application is translated by D1CExp back into a throw expression.
IExp
C2
simply propagates a continuation identi er from the point of declaration into the translation of the bodies of nested let expressions. Thus the
condition that all continuation identi ers occur in trivial IS subexpressions
ensures that all throw expressions are reconstructed as well.
These observations are summarized by the following equations:
0

call/cc k:let : : : in throw k e
call/cc k:e
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0

call/cc k:let : : : in e
(1)
e
| whenever k 62 FV([e]). (2)

where the free-variable function FV is extended to the equivalence classes
[e] determined by these equations as follows:
k 2 FV([e]) , 8e ; [e ] = [e] ) k 2 FV(e )
Through D2 , these equations are expressed more naturally in the DS language:
call/cc k:throw k e  call/cc k:e
(3)
call/cc k:e  e
| whenever k 62 FV([e]). (4)
These equations express the idea that all the captured continuations are
eventually used, albeit not immediately.
We are now ready to prove inverseness, following the strategy for the
pure language.
Lemma 5 The CPS and DS transformation can be staged through the intermediate language of Figure 17.
0

0

0

Proof. Straightforward extension of Lemma 1 to the transformations in
Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21.
2

Lemma 6

DRoot

C1

of bound variables.

and D2IRoot are inverses of each other, modulo renaming

Proof. Straightforward extension of Lemma 2.

Lemma 7

2

and C2IRoot are inverses of each other, modulo renaming
of bound variables and Equations 1 and 2.
CRoot

D1

Proof. Straightforward extension of Lemma 3, and as discussed above.

2

Theorem 3 The CPS and DS transformations are inverses of each other,
modulo renaming of bound variables and Equations 3 and 4.
Proof. A consequence of Lemmas 5, 6, and 7.

2

5 Applications
We apply the direct-style transformation to three examples: a de nitional
interpreter for Scheme, partial evaluation of programs with coroutines, and
normalization of simply typed programs extracted from classical proofs.
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5.1 An interpreter for Scheme 84 (revisited)

Handwritten CPS programs are notoriously dicult to read. It is not easily
apparent in a CPS program when continuations implement control e ects,
rather than normal procedure calls and returns. Converting handwritten
CPS programs back to direct style can clarify the structure of such programs.
As an example of this approach, we consider the CPS interpreter for
Scheme 84 presented by Haynes, Friedman, and Wand in the proceedings of
LFP'84 [19, Fig. 1, p. 295]. Our DS transformer maps this interpreter to
the natural direct-style speci cation of Scheme. The result (see Figures 25,
26, and 27 in appendix) uses call/cc to implement call/cc. Otherwise it
looks like any other meta-circular Scheme interpreter. CPS-transforming it
yields the original CPS interpreter. Therefore, the only reason to write the
original interpreter in CPS was to specify call/cc.

5.2 Partial Evaluation

We can use the DS transformation in conjunction with the CPS transformation to carry out the automatic specialization of programs containing control
operators. As an example, we specialize the classical samefringe program for
binary trees with respect to one binary tree. We express this program using
call/cc but without side-e ects, based on the detach model of coroutines
[6, 19]. The program is rst transformed into continuation-passing style; it
is then specialized. The result is then transformed back into direct style.

5.2.1 Partial evaluation

Partial evaluation is a semantics-based program transformation technique
aimed at specializing a \source" program psrc with respect to a \static" part
s of its input data [5, 22]. Partial evaluation produces a \residual" program
pres . The programs psrc and pres are related as follows. Running pres on
the \dynamic" part d of the input data produces the same result as running
psrc on both s and d (but usually running pres is more ecient). This is
captured in the following equations that paraphrase Kleene's Snm -theorem.
(
run pe hpsrc ; hs; ii = pres
run pres h ; di = run psrc hs; di
In the rst equation, pe denotes a partial evaluator. Of course, these equations only hold for terminating programs psrc and pres , and if partial evaluation terminates.
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Short of a source-level partial evaluator able to handle control operators directly [29], if we want to specialize a program involving call/cc, it is
natural rst to transform it into CPS (with C ), then to specialize it using
a higher-order partial evaluator, and nally to transform the residual program into direct style (with D). This approach is captured in the following
diagram.
psrc ; hs;

h

ii

hC

; Idi
/

psrc ; hs;

h

0

ii

pe
pres

pres


0

o

D

We are using Consel's partial evaluator Schism [4].

5.2.2 The experiment

Figures 23 and 22 display the source program and its data structures.2 We
automatically transform this program into CPS. Schism automatically specializes it. We automatically transform the result into DS. Figure 24 displays
a slightly pretty-printed version of the result (local variables have been renamed).

5.2.3 Assessment

As a whole, the static coroutine has been executed statically. Its computational content has been entirely inlined in the main procedure, yielding
an iterative-looking residual program | though in fact, the dynamic binary
tree is still traversed recursively. The resulting program uses one separate
coroutine to traverse the dynamic binary tree.
One could argue that the resulting program should not use any coroutine
at all, but this would require a more radical program manipulation. Such
a transformation would involve a global Eureka step, as in Burstall and
Darlington's framework [2]. Regardless, if we want to specialize an n-ary
samefringe program with respect to part of its input, the residual program
would naturally be expressed in coroutine style.
We use Schism syntactic facilities for declaring and using data types (more precisely:
constructor names and their arities). These facilities are not standard in Scheme, but they
can be easily de ned as macros.
2
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(define main
(lambda (bt1 bt2)
;;; Binary-Tree * Binary-Tree -> Bool
(skim (initialize bt1) (initialize bt2))))
(define skim
(lambda (d1 d2)
;;; Data * Data -> Bool
(caseType d1
[(Next v1 k1)
(caseType d2
[(Next v2 k2)
(and (equal? v1 v2)
(skim (resume k1) (resume k2)))]
[(Over) #f])]
[(Over)
(caseType d2
[(Next v2 k2) #f]
[(Over) #t])])))
(define initialize
(lambda (bt)
;;; Binary-Tree -> Data
(call/cc (lambda (k)
((defoliate bt (lambda (v) (throw k v))) (Over))))))
(define resume
(lambda (c)
;;; Cont -> Ans
(call/cc (lambda (k)
(c (lambda (v) (throw k v)))))))
(define defoliate
(lambda (bt k)
;;; Binary-Tree * Cont -> Ans
(caseType bt
[(Pair left right)
(defoliate right (defoliate left k))]
[(Leaf value)
(call/cc (lambda (kp)
(k (Next value (lambda (v) (throw kp v))))))])))

Figure 22: Control structures for the Samefringe program
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(defineType Binary-Tree

(defineType Data

(Pair left right)

(Next value continuation)

(Leaf value))

(Over))

Figure 23: Data structures for the Samefringe program

;;; for all bt2,
;;; (main0 bt2) == (main (Pair (Pair (Leaf 0) (Leaf 1))
;;;
(Pair (Leaf 2) (Leaf 3)))
;;;
bt2)
(define main0
(lambda (bt2)
;;; Binary-Tree -> Bool
(caseType (initialize bt2)
[(Next l1 k1)
(and (equal? 0 l1)
(caseType (resume k1)
[(Next l2 k2)
(and (equal? 1 l2)
(caseType (resume k2)
[(Next l3 k3)
(and (equal? 2 l3)
(caseType (resume k3)
[(Next l4 k4)
(and (equal? 3 l4)
(caseType (resume k4)
[(Next l5 k5) #f]
[(Over) #t]))]
[(Over) #f]))]
[(Over) #f]))]
[(Over) #f]))]
[(Over) #f])))

Figure 24: Specialized version of the Samefringe program
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In any case, this experiment illustrates a rst: the successful specialization of programs involving operations over control.

5.3 Program extraction from classical proofs

Programs extracted from classical proofs typically have many occurrences of
call/cc [31]. To normalize such programs, we must extend a normalizer for
the simply typed -calculus to handle call/cc. This, however, is unnecessary,
given the direct-style transformation. As suggested in Section 5.2, one can
instead CPS-transform the extracted program, normalize the resulting CPS
program, and map the normalized program back to direct style.
pd

C
/

pc

normalization
pd
0

pc


0

o

D

6 Related Work
Naturally, this paper relies on Fischer's, Plotkin's, and Steele's fundamental work on CPS [14, 33, 37, 40]. The CPS transformation described by
Danvy and Filinski [8] is the point of reference for Sections 2 and 3. In an
earlier work [7], Danvy developed the CPS-to-DS transformation described
in Section 2. In her PhD thesis [27], Lawall proved the syntactic relationship between the CPS and DS transformations for a Scheme-like language,
following the strategy described here.
In their work on reasoning about CPS programs [38, 39], Sabry and
Felleisen have developed an \unCPS" transformation that is reminiscent of
the DS transformation. They consider normalized Fischer-style CPS programs (i.e., curried CPS programs with continuations occurring rst), and
formalize the DS counterpart of CPS simpli cations. They transform each
declaration of a continuation into a call/cc expression, and simplify the resulting term by eliminating all useless occurrences of call/cc. In contrast,
the goal of our work is to consider DS and CPS programs that one could
realistically write by hand, and our introduction of call/cc expressions is
more sparse.
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The detection of rst-class continuations in Section 3 is purely syntactic and thus contrasts with Jouvelot and Gi ord's or with Deutsch's more
ambitious semantic analyses of programs with control e ects [10, 23].

7 Conclusion
We have extended the DS transformation to handle rst-class continuations.
This extension is conservative and relies on a continuation-occurrence analysis that detects rst-class occurrences of continuations in a CPS term. The
DS and the CPS transformations widen the class of programs that can be
manipulated on a semantic basis.
Just like the CPS transformation, the DS transformation can be extended with sequencing and with other computational e ects such as assignments, destructive updates, and i/o [25, 40]. Sequencing is CPS-transformed
with a continuation that does not use its parameter; conversely, a continuation whose parameter is not used can be mapped back to a sequence
expression. The CPS transformation of side-e ecting primitive operations
is naturally achieved with continuation-passing versions of the primitive operators. These make it straightforward to go back to direct style (see the
primitive operators store-c! and store! in Figures 25 and 27).
Based on the Curry-Howard isomorphism, the CPS transformation has
been related to transformations on representations of proofs [17, 31]. The
CPS transformation on types corresponds to the double-negation translation
(de ning the nal domain of answers as falsity), and call/cc corresponds to
Peirce's law. By the same token, the DS transformation of CPS terms into
DS terms with call/cc should have an interpretation in proof theory. We
leave this aspect for a future work.
Over the last few years, many new control operators have emerged [8, 11,
12, 20, 34, 42]. If CPS is to be used as a unifying framework to specify and
relate them, it must be possible to shift back and forth between programs
using these operators and purely functional programs. Therefore it is useful
to establish a sound understanding of the DS transformation and its relation
to the CPS transformation.
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The diagrams of Sections 4 and 5 were drawn with Kristo er Rose's
XY-pic package.

A Two Interpreters for Scheme 84
The language de ned in Figures 25 and 26 o ers constant expressions, identi ers, lexically scoped rst-class functions, conditional expressions, lexical assignments, sequencing, call/cc, and applications. The speci cation is
properly tail-recursive. (NB: the side-e ecting primitive operator store-c!
is in CPS.)
The language de ned in Figure 27 is the same as in Figures 25 and 26.
The speci cation is properly tail-recursive as well. Because each branch of
a case expression is in tail-position with respect to the entire case expression, the call/cc expression in the call/cc branch could also be located
around the case expression. Since the captured continuation is only used in
one of the conditional branches, however, call/cc is more naturally located
there. Notice how the unused continuation parameter is accounted for with
a begin expression, in the de nition of evaluate-all. (NB: the side-e ecting
primitive operator store! is in DS.)
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